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Abstract 
This paper proposes a few fundamental concepts use- 
ful to build a high level mobile robot language. The 
method of describing a vehicle path by a sequence of 
configurations, the use of coordination transformation 
(or composition of configurations), and the concept of 
symmetric configurations are discussed with program- 
ming examples and the resultant paths. These con- 
cepts are robot independent and could be applicable 
to the kernel of any high level mobile robot language 
in the future. These functions have already been suc- 
cessfully implemented in the Model-based Mobile robot 
Language (MML). 
1 Introduction 
As is common in the field of robot manipulator con- 
trol, it would be useful in mobile robotics if there were 
a high level language for off-line mobile robot program- 
ming. Users could easily program a mobile robot with- 
out knowing details of its functions. 
There have been several proposals and system 
development towards the aforementioned direction. 
Kanayama and others have developed an operating sys- 
tem, RCS (Robot Control System) for a mobile robot 
El]. One of the features of the system was its concurrent 
process capabilities [2]. Crowley designed a command 
language consisting of six commands for robot’s motion 
control. One of the features of his system is that trans- 
lational and rotational motion can be superimposed to 
produce a clothoid curve trajectory [3]. Noreils and 
Chatila designed a command language for mission plan- 
ning [4]. A few complex example programs are demon- 
strated using these commands. 
In order to evaluate fundamental concepts of motion 
description and control of a 2D rigid body, a high level 
language, Model-based Mobile robot Language (MML) , 
Masanori Onishi 
Shinko Electric CO, Ltd. 
Ise, Mie 516 
Japan 
has been developed by the authors. One of the central 
themes here is the local smooth path planning using 
clothoid curves, cubic spirals and circles [5, 61. MML is 
a library of mobile robot-oriented functions written in 
the C language in the UNIX environment and is imple- 
mented on the autonomous mobile robot Yamabico-11 
at the University of California at Santa Barbara and 
at Naval Postgraduate School. This method enables us 
the full use of software development technologies un- 
der UNIX. Voltz states in the report of the workshop 
on robot programming languages that ”robot program- 
ming languages be based upon some standard program- 
ming language with full support for software engineer- 
ing” [7]. 
As the naming indicates, this function library in- 
cludes sensor functions , geometric model description , 
path planning, and others. Actually, high-level sen- 
sor functions which were described in [8] have already 
been implemented in MML. Also, the path planning 
functions reported in [9] is also being incorporated in 
MML. In this paper, because of t,he limited space, only 
purely static and gepmetric locomotion functions are 
discussed. For other locomotion functions, refer to 
[lo,  111. 
2 Configurations 
We have a 2D world in which a global Cartesian co- 
ordinate frame is defined. Any robot vehicle in the 
world possesses three degrees of freedom which are rep- 
resented by a configuration [la], 
P = (2, Y> 8 )  (1) 
where (z,y) is a point and the orientation 0 is taken 
counterclockwise from the x-axis. A configuration 
(O,O,O) is said to be the identity and is denoted by 0. 
We adopt a path description method using a sequence 
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Figure 1: Path in Cubic Spiral Mode 
of configurations [GI. For instance, a path shown in Fig- 
ure 2 is described by a sequence ( p o , p l , .  . . , p 7 )  of eight 
configurations. These configurations are called aom- 
anal configurations, which are constraints to the path. 
We should select a set of nominal configurations so that 
any path segment which is obtained by the smooth path 
planner passes through the constraints satisfies our pur- 
pose. First of all, we have to be able to to define those 
configurations in the MML language. A configuration 
type structure is defined as 
typedef struct configuration( 
double x;  
double y; 
double theta; 
1 CONFIGURATION, *CONFIGURATIONPTR; 
where HPI stands for a/2 (radian). (Likewise, PI is 
equal to r. These frequently used constants are de- 
clared in the "l . h header file also.) The unit for the 
x and y coordinates is centimeter and the unit for the 
orientation is radian. In order to have the robot move 
through these configurations and stop at a final desti- 
nation configuration, we can use move and stop func- 
tions. An example of complete user programs for the 
motion depicted in Figure 1 is this. 
#include "mml . h" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Program I. 
Motion Described by Global Configurations 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
user() 
CONFIGURATION PO, pi, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7; 
def-configuration( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, &PO); 
def-configuration(200.0, 0.0, 0.0, &pi); 
def -conf igurat ion( 300.0, 100.0, HPI , Lp2) ; 
def -conf igurat ion( 300.0, 300.0, HPI , &p3) ; 
def-configuration(400.0, 500.0, HPI, Lp4); 
def-configuration(400.0, 700.0, PI, 8~5); 
def -conf igurat ion( 100.0. 700.0, PI, &p6) ; 
def-configuration(100.0, 900.0, 0.0, Lp7); 
s et-n (&PO ) ; 
move(&pi) ; 
move (Pp2) ; 
move(bp3) ; 
move (8~4) ; 




This definition is given in a header file ml.h, and 
needs not to be redefined by a user. The following 
function is available to define a value to a configuration 
variable p :  
def -conf igurat ion(x, y, t, &p) ; 
where P is of type CONFIGURATION. The coordi- 
nates x ,  y and t are assigned to the variable p. For 
instance, the third configuration p 2  in Figure 1 is de- 
fined by 
def-configuration(300.0, 100.0, HPI, bp2); 
The MML header file mm1.h needs to be included 
for definitions 'pecific to MML. The group Of 
def-configuration functions define the constant con- 
figurations, The first function set-n in the next group 
of functions resets the robot's nominal configuration 
to PO. (Although in this case it can be omitted, be- 
cause the initial value of the nominal configuration is 
0.) Each move function in the sequence executes two 
tasks. Finding the "smoothest" path joining adjacent 
pairs of nominal configurations [GI and physically mov- 
ing the robot along the path [13]. A stop function 
does a similar function except that it stops the robot 
at the destination configuration. Thus the robot stops 
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Figure 2: Path in Circle Mode 
at the last nominal configuration p7. Each path find- 
ing task is independent from the adjacent one. Notice 
that the robot’s motion is specified by a finite num- 
ber of information, which is expressed by eight nominal 
configurations (or 24 real numbers) used as arguments 
of set-n, move, and stop functions. One of the ad- 
vantages of this motion description method is that we 
can directly describe the vehicle’s final and intermedi- 
ate nominal configurations which constrain the robot’s 
motions. In most practical applications, we need to 
position a robot at a point in a specified orientation 
in order for the robot to execute a certain task. An- 
other advantage of this method is that we don’t need 
to specify unnecessary details of paths. The amount of 
information given by a user in defining a path can be 
minimized. 
In the local smooth path planning task, either cubic 
spirals [lo] or circles are used. Figure 1 shows the re- 
sult using cubic spirals, and Figure 2 circles. In both 
cases, solution paths have tangent orientation conti- 
nuity. However, only the solutions using cubic spirals 
have curvature continuity, which is a favorable feature 
for smooth and precise motion of vehicles. (The curve 
mode, CUBIC or CIRCLE, is switched by a curve-mode 
function.) 
After the execution of a stop function, the robot’s 
state becomes the STOP. In the initial state, the robot 
is also in the STOP state. If the robot is not in the 
STOP state, it is defined as the MOVE state. When it 
is in the MOVE state, it is heading for the next nominal 
3 Composition of 
Configurations 
In Program 1, all the intermediate and goal nominal 
configurations are given globally. However, sometimes 
users may want to specify a next nominal configura- 
tion in a local coordinate system with respect to the 
current nominal configuration, because that is easier 
than to calculate next configuration in the global co- 
ordinate system. A configuration p = ( r , y , e )  can be 
considered as a composite coordinate transformation of 
a translation of (z, y) and a rotation of 8.  Likewise, 0 
can be considered the identity transformation. 
Let p = (z,y,O) be a configuration in the global 
frame. Let us define a local coordinate system with 
an origin at (z, y) and with an x-axis in the orientation 
of B .  Let q = ( z q ,  yq, e,) be a local configuration in this 
local coordinate system. ( q  can be regarded as another 
transformation.) Then, p’ = p * q = (z’, y‘, e‘) is given 
by the following equation as the composition of p and 
q ,  or as the global coordinates of q .  
e’ = eq + e 
A function 
comp(&p, kq, &r> 
assigns the value of p*q to r. The function returns a 
pointer to r. Using this function, the following appli- 
cations, 
move( comp(&p, &q, s tp)  >; 
stop( comp(&p, Bq, s tp)  >; 
are useful for describing path if p contains the last nom- 
inal configuration of the robot’s path. Therefore, MML 
provides the relative-type motion functions, 
mover (&q) ; 
stopr(kq>; 
whose effect are similar to functions except that the 
nominal posture is not explicitly need to be mentioned. 
Using these relative move functions, Program 1 can be 
rewritten as follows: 
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#include "mml . h" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Program 2. 
A Motion Described by Local Configurations 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
user0 
c 
CONFIGURATION p, q; 
set-n(def-configuration( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, @)); 
mover(def~configuration(200.0, 0.0, 0.0, b q ) ) ;  
mover(def-configuration(100.0, 100.0, BPI, b q ) ) ;  
mover(def-configuration(200.0, 0.0, 0.0, bq)); 
mover(def~configuration(200.0,-100.0, 0.0, bq)); 
mover(def-configuration(200.0, 0.0, HPI, bq)); 
mover(def -conf iguration(300.0, 0 .O, 0.0, bq) ) ; 
stopr(def -conf iguration( 0.0,-200.0, PI, bq) ) ; 
In this Program 2,  values of nominal configurations 
are not explicitly referred. Another difference be- 
tween this program and the previous one is that 
def -conf igurat ion functions are called inside of 
mover and stopr functions. By this change, the num- 
ber of configuration variables in this program were re- 
duced. 
4 Symmetric Configuration 
A pair (p1,pz) of configurations are said to be 
symmetric if and only if the mean value of 81 and 82 
is equal to the orientation from ( z1 ,y l )  to ( 2 2 ,  y 2 )  or 
one from ( 2 2 ,  y2) to ( 2 1 ,  y1) i.e., 
) 
81 + 0 2  1 Y2 - Y1 -=tan-  (- 
2 2 2  - 2 1  (3) 
- . - ,
Figure 3: Symmetric Configurations 
The three variables of a configuration p is inherently 
free. However, if it is symmetric it has only two degrees 
of freedom by the constraint Equation 3. One way of 
expressing this constraint on p is t o  use a and CY in Fig- 
ure 4 as two independent variables which completely 
describes this symmetric configurations (if a # R ) .  
Here a is the distance from either point to the intersec- 
tion of both lines determined by the two configurations 
and cr is the angular difference between both orienta- 
tion, which happens to be equal to 8. Given a and a ,  
every symmetric configuration is expressed by 
a(l+coscr) ( i )  = ( a y  ) (4) 
if cr # R .  
The following def-sym defines a configuration which 
is symmetric with 0 using the principle stated above 
(Fig. 3). 
def-sym(a, alpha, &p) ; 
Using this function, the arguments of the first, sec- 
ond, third and sixth mover functions in Program 2 are 
rewritten as follows. 
In Figure 2 and in Program 1, the pairs (po,pl),  
(Pl,PZ), (PZ,fFj), (P5,P6), and (P6,P7) are 
Others are not. A single configuration p is said to be 
symmetric if a pair (O,p) is symmetric. 
This symmetric relation is the most fundamental and 
def~sym(ioo~o, o.o, 
def-sym(iOO.O, HPI, bp2); 
def~sym(lOO~O, o.o, bp3); 
def-sym(150.0, 0.0, bp6) ; 
elementary in the geometry of configurations, because 
of the following fact [6]. A pair of configurations is 
symmetric if and only if they are end-configurations of 
a directed circular path. 
One drawback of this def-sym function is that it is 
not possible to represent a symmetric configuration 
whose a is equal to R .  Therefore, another symmetric- 
configuration-defining function is provided in MML. 
A method of using only circular arcs and line seg- 
ments (which are in fact special circular arcs) for 
def-syml(d, alpha, bp); 
robot's path components has been proposed by several 
authors (for instance, [14]). Notice that this path gen- 
eration method is easily implemented if one uses only 
In a def ,sym function, d specifies the distance from 
the origin to (2, y) in Figure 3 Using this function, the 
argument of the last line in Program 2 can be rewritten 
symmetric configurations with relative move functions. as 
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Figure 4: Star 
def-symi(-200.0, PI, bq); 
In both functions, each argument may be negative. As 
shown, the use of symmetric configurations is a power- 
ful technique in path description. A star shape shown 
in Figure 4 is executed by the following program using 
the def -sym and relative-move functions. 
#include "mml . h" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Program 3. 
"star" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
user() 
c 
CONFIGURATION p, pi, p2; 
double a=iOO.,b=200.; 
int i; 
def-sym(a, 0.0, &pi); 
def-sym(b, 4.*PI/5., bp2); 
set-n(def -conf iguration(0. 
for (i=o; i<5; it+) 
mover(&pi) ; 
if (i<4) mover(bp2); 
else stopr(bp2) ; 
1 
3 
Here, pi denotes a straight symmetric configuration 
with a size of a (note that the length of the line segment 
is 2a), and p2 a symmetric configuration with a size 
Figure 5: Backing up 
of b and an angle of 144 degrees. Without def-sym, 
mover and stopr functions, it would be laborious to 
calculate the exact coordinates of each configuration in 
the global frame. 
5 Switching Motion Directions 
Backing up is an important capability for a mobile 
robot as is in car driving. Let us first define a new 
function on configurations. When p = (x, y,Q), a con- 
figuration (2, y ,  Q+a) is called the negat ive  of p and is 
denoted by - p .  A configuration and its negative have 
a point (x, y) in common, but opposite orientations. 
A negate  function is used to obtain the negative of a 
configuration: 
negate(&, &q); 
Its effect is that the negation of p is assigned to q. This 
function returns a pointer to q. 
Let q5 be the angle between the robot's physical front 
orientation and the current motion orientation. q5 = 0 
if the robot is moving in a normal manner, and 4 = K 
if it is backing up. The next function add s to 4 in the 
STOP state. 
switch-dir() ; 
If the robot has been moving in a normal man- 
ner, the robot makes a backing up motion by a 
switch-direction followed by a move or stop func- 
tion. A switch-dir function has two major tasks. 
First it negates the nominal configuration. Second, it 
changes the angle $ which is related to the low level 
functions of motor control and encoder reading. 
The motion shown in Figure 5 can be programmed 
by 
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#include “mml . h“ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Program 4. 
Backing Up 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
user(> 
i 
CONFIGURATION p, PO, pi, p2, p3; 
def-configuration( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, &Po); 
def -conf iguration(300.0, 100.0, 0 .O, &pi) ; 
def-configuration( 0.0, 200.0, PI, Q2); 
def-configuration(300.0, 300. , 0.0, &p3); 
s et-n(&po) ; 
switch-dir() ; 
switch-dir ( > ; 
stop (&pi > ; 
stop (&pa ; 
stop(kp3) ; 
1 
In this program, after finishing the stop(&pi) func- 
tion, the robot’s nominal configuration p, is p l  = 
(300,100,O). This is negated by the first switch-dir 
function call giving -pl = (300,100, T) which has the 
same orientation as p2. 
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